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The well coffeehouse menu

Visit us on Freedom Trail right next to the Old State in downtown Boston. A nonprofit organization that combines high quality espresso-based beverages and superior service, a friendly atmosphere, and a love for our community. Keep Boston grounded! Located in the Fish Business District, this location is a perfect stop on the way to work, the Farmers Market
or during a running target. Free parking is available in the street or in the adjacent parking garage. This location has two conference rooms that can be rented for your next meeting, study session or call zoom. The best coffee shop! Parking is tough, but worth the problem. Great single origin coffee. It is affiliated with an effort to pick up church money, but a
value while one of what I can tell. Either way, best coffee flavor! Really enjoyed our two-time egg from the rain here. Good coffee, good updates, muffin, friendly service, friendly conversation. It's what a coffee bar is supposed to be. Hiring very friendly, breakfast sandwich was spectacular! (Honey bee) Coffee top teeth. Had a great experience! It's a really
unique coffee shop! I personally can't seem to find enough shops like those by Starbucks. It had a very unique atmosphere that I personally love. Places like these make it feel special to find and love them is special hidden gems. I was in town for shows at PRI and managed to make my way to all the actual pour on at morning 2, all of which were delicious.
Staff friendly with a loud tower atmosphere as others pointed out. Conference rooms are an awasome idea, but I didn't see any whiteboards, so I wouldn't be able to meet my mindmaping range;). If you're trying to work in the main space and be talking on a conference call, it will be hard without proper noise canceling gear. Definitely going back every time
I'm in the area. Very good coffee. The industrial atmosphere is cool but not conducting of meetings / conversations. Beautifully aloud This place was great at first, but gradually got worse on every visit. They're still missing items &amp; missing up my order. Today they put regular letters in my coffee &amp; hurt him twice (letter of inlerance). After letting me
realize my coffee is still wrong. Systems are disorrded about special order instructions. Half of the items on the menu are not available. I'm not going to return here anymore. Disappointed. I came here with my friends to relax after a long day in.. relaxing. we had the black cat cafe that was INSANELY delicious. We were able to sit, talk and just interact in a
beautiful atmosphere. It was here that I gifted my soon to be maid in My Trinket Onene in appreciation. intensely. Very cool slot. The green crop (Was that what is green named list?)) was delicious as well. Perfectly yummy. So sad when the Cup was empty. A beautiful and functional local Shop. Great seasonal drinks as well as the usual variety. The staff is
friendly and the atmosphere is beautiful. I adore this place. The staff are fantastic with the coffee, tea and food are awisome. I go almost every day as it is right around the edge of my job. It is a good place to cool for a minute, work, study, or have a meeting. They have conference rooms that you can reserve as well. The only thing that needs help is the
delivery (Pro tip: add your aqueous batteries shutter). If there's a lot of people, it can get loud, so carry your head or ear plug. Need a raise? Get their cold outfits. It will literally make you see the 5th dimension. oh! And your money goes to build goods in SriChium. So there's that. HAH GONE. Some of the coffee is best served by the best people. While it's
often handled, I think that's a testament to its quality atmosphere and drinks. My only complaint would be my lack of outlets all over the room, besides the kissing walls. Some of the coffee is best served by the best people. While it's often handled, I think that's a testament to its quality atmosphere and drinks. My only complaint would be my lack of outlets all
over the room, besides the kissing walls. Fantastic, delicious coffee- late in mocha was very tasty. Seasonal flavors have interesting tastes for the border and risky among coffee lifters. Bandwidth, inviting atmosphere in general - just make sure your laptop is packed before they arrive, the outlets are in short supply. Good atmosphere, the coffee is a good
thing. I've only been here twice but both times have experienced good. The person who works looks beautiful. They don't have much free sugar or low sugar options and there's really nothing in there that shoot sounds so it can get really loud when there's quite a few people there. Love this beautiful little coffee shop in Downtown Fish. If you like coffee and
love to be adventurous I would highly recommend trying one of their signature coffee. The Cuban is delicious but their normal coffee is really great. Point system to touch stars is the best I've encountered so far. This place is laid back, lax, and great options for me as I plant based on. Buying appreciation is real &amp; Kristin, Kylie, colleges are great as well!
Definitely making you want to come back. Awesome atmosphere. The adequate space for the morning rush. They have some unique menu items. In general, feel like most new coffee locations. Based on personal preferences, I love a coffee to have couches and feel really cozy, which is not quite the vib I got from the Well. Ever changing special coffee,
always poured on top, cold outfits, cold crews and deliberates. Great service, independent character, great place to relax, work or have a meeting. Separate conference rooms available. They support developing water sources for third global communities as well. Had an absolutely delicious herb Probably the best I've ever had, to be honest. The people in
the counter were really nice, and made me feel welcome even though I hadn't been in before. Plenty of siege available with a nice atmosphere for a chat with a friend. I'm going to come back! Great that this place is to fish, but the way they prepare pour them on makes it tykewar by the time you drink it, and it's never very strong. It's always good, I just
choose, and make sure you don't know from any other locked spot by which offers similar quality. The service and ability to get good weight coupled with the greatness of avoiding strbx make it worth a trip, no question. I enjoyed my stop here for coffee while visiting family. My family tried several hot and warm drinks and they were happy with them all. Love
that they have creative options that aren't super sleek. Service was kind and correct. Always nice to find a quality roaster with single origin weight. The space had plenty of siege and rooms to reserve. I enjoyed my stop here for coffee while visiting family. My family tried several hot and warm drinks and they were happy with them all. Love that they have
creative options that aren't super sleek. Service was kind and correct. Always nice to find a quality roaster with single origin weight. The space had plenty of siege and rooms to reserve. Great place for a pour on coffee. The drip is also good if you need a faster option. Beautiful atmosphere too! As a place to hang out it's awisome &amp; the fact that she
supports charity work is incredible. The coffee is not my favorite, (shots are long to come out more than I prefer), but I don't like suck coffee &amp; I'm rather particular about coffee, so I'm sure most people don't notice. Awesome!! This is an example of a big business. Well there's an admirable mission, helping people less fortunate around the world. Their
service is perfectly and combined with delicious drinks it very easily recommends this shop as a must visitor. Been here a few times and truly loves the coffee and muffins. Beautiful atmosphere and a very friendly staff. It gets me go-to place. What a great coffee place. Definitely try the Cuban coffee. The baristas were super nice and patient. All profits go to
support clean water projects around the world, which is beautiful. Definitely going to come back. One of my favorite coffee shops. I love playing board games here with friends to spend the time! The espresso is AMAZING. One of the best in town. The drive bar was also superb, and the blueberry muffin was super good as well. Great vibe, great place to study
or work. I found this wonderful store as one of my daughters made the room escape above the shops. This was a pretty cool coffee shop that is perfect for work/study or just for hanging out with friends.... there is a lot of room.... and thenoxjase in the coffee you are benevolent bc/are proceedings in places in need Country!!! YOU CAN'T BEAT THAT!! This
store is kind of stuck away on the upper northeast side of Endy but it's worth it to find it is a COOL atmosphere shop that a customer of my lovers meets in. Very convenient in busy location with plenty of parking options around or in the parking garage directly attached. Very delicious Mango tea and lemon iciced muffin was what I checked out today. Really
nice food and great service. The only reason not 5 stars today was that I couldn't really connect to wires with customers who go a lot had problems today. But I assure you that this is not typical. The trees were quite good. It is a beautiful coffee coffee setting that is not entirely common in this area. Prices were slightly higher than the usual, but matched the
quality. I have a close friend who works here so I visit frequently and occasionally get to test some of the new drinks! They always do a great job and are incredibly friendly!! I found my new place for a last morning weekend. Inside was really nice and clean. The staff was very friendly and I got my pie quickly. I've been very happy with all my experiences. I told
everyone I know to check it out, excited to try the breakfast next time. Quick service despite being charged! Great atmosphere. Almond milk late stick rooms, isolated, and cinnamon were celestial. Love will be here. So clean, beautiful atmosphere and customer service is arousal. Great cause as well. Coffee is delicious. Good coffee, but not the place for
reading or tranquility of any kind. If you want to work and you can find a table it's perfect. Just okay, employees are beautiful. Great coffee, great food, great atmosphere. I love taking customers here to satisfy and salute, or just get some work done myself! The staff is always friendly and professional, and the drinks never disappoint. CHECK THEM OUT
ASAP! This is the best place I know finding a Mocha. Everyone has so beautiful. It's still popular. It's a good place to meet new people or go alone and get to work done. Such a fantastic place. Great cause and great coffee. Atmosphere is fantastic and customer service is wonderful! Highly recommend for all. Almost everything about the assets is fantastic!
The staff is friendly, the coffee is excellent, the food is delicious, and the relaxed atmosphere. Seasonal flavors keep the menu fresh, and if you can spend a few extra minutes waiting a pour on is a better way to experience your coffee. If you're in a hurry, the drip coffee or cold team are always and if you want something that has espresso shots of it, there are
many, many great choices. Personally Cuban is my favorite! Don't mess around with street parking, there is free parking in the garage attached to the building. You can get coffee anywhere, but the community is harder to come by. Stop by and enjoy! The well is definitely one of the best coffee shops I had to be. Barista's Barista Men very friendly and makes
amazing beverages every time! I also know that I support a good cause every time I grab a cup of coffee because they are a non-for-profit. The atmosphere is great and I love the music selection! I would highly recommend to anyone and will definitely be back! I had a really delicious and muffin. The environment is really great. I love that you can park in the
parking garage and walk to the coffee shop and don't have to go outside whether it's cold or raining. However, the best part is part of the profit going towards building well in other places. I'm going to drink that! When I saw the menu and price for the first time, I was somewhat deposited by the prices and limited devices. However, after ordering my drink, I was
surprised by how good it was, articulate the last I ever had. Additionally, drinks are special changed regularly, so every time you come in there's something new to try. Although just the regular beverages are pretty bombs by themselves. When it comes to the pastors and baked goods, the selection might be better. But when it comes to options being given,
your choices are even more limited. However, the Hispanic butter chocolate khokola I had one of the best cookies given to cookies I've ever had. For boss who has not provided them, there are yogourt and cinnamon rolls available. The ambiance at the place is also very welcome. Whether you come here to study or up with a friend, The Well has a welcome
atmosphere. For such an open layout, it is very quiet even when it is a crowded house. The high ceiling helps the noise not be loaded into a clamp environment. Also, if you're coming in to study with a group or have a business meeting, there's room along the back wall to be rented out for that purpose. All in all, a very cozy environment that is perfect for any
scenario that would dictate comes to a café. café.
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